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Here comes retirement … Are you ready?

T

hat was fast! It seems like only yesterday you were starting your first job, and
now you’re staring down retirement —
ready or not. Unfortunately, many Americans
near retirement age aren’t ready, not having
saved enough to enjoy their post-work years in
financial comfort.
If you’re unsure about what you have and what you
need, now’s the time to look closely at probable
retirement income sources and, if necessary, catch up.
Income inventory
Start by reviewing your income sources and assets.
These might include:
n	Tax-deferred retirement plans, such as 401(k)s,
traditional IRAs or simplified employee pension
(SEP) plans,

Most retirees need between 70% and 85% of their
working income to maintain their current standard of living during retirement. Your needs will
be smaller if, for example, you’re planning to move
to a less-expensive city but greater if you want to
travel the world in luxury. Also consider fast-rising
health care costs and whether you hope to leave
money to your heirs.
You have options
If you’re concerned you won’t have enough money
to retire, don’t despair. People age 50 and older are
allowed to contribute greater annual amounts to
tax-advantaged retirement plans to catch up. (See
“Making up for lost time” on page 4.) Slash your
current spending budget to the bare bones so you
can contribute the maximum amount.

n Roth IRAs,
n Social Security benefits,
n Employer pensions,
n A closely held business,
n Money market accounts and CDs,
n Nonretirement-account securities,
n Life insurance policies and annuities, and
n Real estate (excluding your primary residence).
Continued on page 4
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Collect like you mean it
Strategies for getting paid in full and on time

N

othing puts a crimp in a business’s cash
flow like slow- (and no-) paying customers. You say you expect your customers
to pay on time and in full. But you may be giving
off mixed signals if your billing and collection
policies aren’t clear and consistent and you don’t
seriously pursue deadbeat customers.
What’s your excuse?
The quality of your products or services, and the efficiency of order fulfillment and distribution processes,
can significantly impact your ability to collect. You give
customers an excuse not to pay when an order arrives
damaged, late or not at all, or bills are incorrect.
Sending invoices out late can also thwart your collection efforts. Make sure you set your payment schedules
according to industry norms (whether they’re on 30-,
45- or 60-day cycles). If your most important or largest
clients have their own payment schedules, be sure to
set them up in your collection system.
If you haven’t already done so, implement an automated collection system that generates invoices when
work is complete, flags problem accounts and generates financial reports. Electronic invoicing that enables
customers to pay online can help boost collection rates
and reduce work for your staff.
Tough customers
Despite your best efforts, you’re likely to encounter
slow-paying customers. It may make sense to give
good customers that are experiencing temporary cashflow problems some slack by, for example, setting up an
installment payment plan.
But you need to assume a strict stance with repeat
offenders and those you suspect aren’t operating in
good faith. Start by assessing fees or finance charges for
past-due amounts. If customers are extremely delinquent, put their accounts on credit hold or adjust their
payment terms to cash on delivery (COD). If a customer is disputing part of a bill, ask it to pay the portion it’s not disputing while you investigate its claim.
Research has shown that the likelihood of collecting
an invoice drops from more than 90% after 30 days to
just 74% after 90 days. So your receivables department

should promptly follow up on late notices, and the manager who works with the customer should talk with his
or her contact at the company or the company’s owner.
If your in-house efforts don’t work, get help from an attorney or collection agency. Keep in mind, though, that thirdparty fees may consume much of the collected amount.
Prevention is best
To reduce the chances that you’ll have to take such
drastic measures in the future, screen potential customers rigorously. Review their payment histories and
credit scores and verify their bank account information.

You give customers an
excuse not to pay when an
order arrives damaged,
late or not at all.
For higher-risk customers, require full payment upon
delivery for their first few orders. Or request an upfront deposit for each order.
Writing it off
Not all is lost when a customer fails to pay. You generally can write off uncollectible outstanding debts as
ordinary business expenses, limited to the uncollected,
outstanding debt that you’ve previously included in
your gross income. Be sure to document customers’
promises to pay and your collection efforts, as well as
why you’ve concluded that the debt is worthless. If you
don’t, your deduction could be denied. n
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How to handle an unsolicited acquisition offer

E

mily wasn’t planning to sell her small
software company — until a competitor
approached her with what sounded like a
once-in-a-lifetime offer. Tempted to say “yes” on
the spot, Emily instead contacted a mergers and
acquisitions (M&A) specialist.

rate for an acquisition it really wants. Or is
the bidder interested in buying your
company as cheaply as possible so
it can resell it in a couple of
years? These “financial” buyers are less likely to negotiate
on price.

That was a smart move. Although unsolicited acquisition offers are fairly common — and some represent excellent opportunities — caution is warranted.
Anyone might approach you, and if your company isn’t
already on the market, you probably aren’t in the position to screen buyers or evaluate offers. An M&A advisor can help you determine whether a bidder is serious
and whether selling now is in your best interest.

True intentions
To ensure an unsolicited buyer
can put its money where its mouth is, your advisor
will find out whether it’s well capitalized or overleveraged. If the buyer doesn’t have the cash to make an
acquisition, it needs to qualify for bank financing —
which can be tough in the current market.

Screening bidders
Unless you understand your company’s value in the
current market, you can’t possibly decide whether a
bid is fair. Your advisor will appraise your business,
which includes reviewing its financial statements, assets
and intellectual property and researching recent sales of
similar companies in your industry.
It’s also important to know your bidder’s acquisition
strategy. Does the buyer operate strategically and pursue
only those companies that offer cost synergies and
whose products and services complement its own? This
type of buyer is more likely to pay a higher-than-market

Your advisor can also help you screen for fraud and
unfair dealing. A buyer might have a history of trying to
snap up businesses on the cheap or through hostile bids,
or it may be known for not honoring preliminary agreements. It’s usually best to walk away from such buyers.
Happy ending
In the end, Emily learned that her business was
worth more than her unsolicited bidder was offering.
With the help of her M&A advisor, she prepared
for sale and approached several other potential
buyers — one of which made Emily an acquisition
offer she happily accepted. n

3 tips for making a personal loan
Lending even a small amount to a cash-strapped family member or friend can
lead to big trouble if you’re not careful. To help avoid possible default, negative tax
consequences and strained relationships:
1.	Put it in writing. Draft a simple contract that includes the names of the parties,
the amount of the loan and repayment details — such as when term and balloon
payments are due.
2.	Charge interest. Interest formalizes the loan and prevents tax complications.
If you’re making a term loan, charge interest equal to or greater than the current
applicable federal rate (updated monthly at irs.gov) and report any interest you
receive as income on your tax return. When making a demand loan (for which you can request repayment at any time), seek
expert advice, because the tax treatment is trickier.
3.	Lend only what you can afford to lose. Despite your borrower’s best intentions, there’s no guarantee he or she will pay you
back — and in that event, it’s unlikely you’ll have the heart to take legal action.
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Also, if you’d planned to retire at age 65, consider
putting it off until age 70. You’ll have a few more
years to make retirement plan contributions. Plus,
putting off taking Social Security benefits until age
70 will mean larger checks once you do receive them.
Another option is to work part-time during retirement for extra income and, possibly, benefits.

Don’t go it alone
Whether you’re self-employed or work for someone
else, retirement marks one of the biggest financial
milestones of your life. If you’re at all unsure about
retirement income, seek advice from a financial
professional. n

Making up for lost time
Those 50 and older generally are allowed to make “catch-up” contributions to their tax-advantaged retirement accounts. If you’re age 50 or older by Dec. 31, 2013, you may contribute as much as $23,000 to a
401(k) plan — $5,500 more than those under 50.
IRA contribution limits in 2013 are $6,500 if you’re 50 or older — though your maximum deductible contribution may be less if you or your spouse participates in a 401(k) or other employer-sponsored retirement
plan. And if you’re self-employed, you might be eligible to set up a plan that allows you to make even larger
contributions. Check with your financial advisor about eligibility.
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